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Tinc is currently rolling out Shop in Shop concepts with retailers in different parts of the world. 

STEP INTO OUR WORLD STEP INTO OUR WORLD 



Tinc is a year round consumer proposition with product 
ranges to support the trading calendar. In terms of 
revenue, Tinc’s highest peak is Christmas gifting, 
followed by Back to School.

STEP INTO OUR WORLD 
Our regular year round business comes from school 
stationery requirements and gifting such as birthdays 
and party bags. We also have ranges to take advantage 
of Easter and Halloween.
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Tinc can create a fun interactive area to encourage customer engagement and dwell time. Different elements of the concept can be deployed 
depending on the space available.

OVERHEAD PLAN



This unit can be used in conjunction with the shop in shop display or elsewhere within the store

FREE STANDING DISPLAY - TINC ON TOUR VAN



Low unit height increases children’s ability to interact and select multiple options. Excellent for pick ’n’ mix items, 
party bags and stocking fillers. 

FREE STANDING DISPLAY - PICK’N’MIX ‘CAKE STAND’



 wish an d  pin it to th e   wishing tree...

INTERACTIVE DISPLAY:
The Wishing Tree
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Concept 2:

The Wishing Tree
Kids come along and make a wish!

Children are supplied with a ‘Lucky Tag’ (luggage tag) each, pens & 
pencils in order to write their dream or their wish as well as drawing 
a little picture, and then will be able to pin it to the Tinc Wishing 
Tree. 

The idea:
 • Children can use the tag in anyway they like - as long as it 
expresses a positive message, wish or drawing
 • Once they have finished designing their tag, they will be 
able to pin it up on the Tinc Wishing Tree. The Wishing Tree will be a 
free standing, printed design, complete with Tinc branding.
 • There will be a Tinc Activity Sheet handed out to all children 
who participate. This can be run as a separtate competition - where 
the children can take the sheet home, complete it, and send it into 
the Tinc Head Office to be in with a chance to win in a lucky draw.

Competition:
 Parents will be asked to write down contact details on the 
back of the childs tag if they would like to enter the Tinc competi-
tion. There will be a GDPR form for the parents to fill out in order for 
them to be entered.
 Once all stores have participated, the roll will be delievered 
back to Tinc Towers where the top 3 Lucky Tags will be chosen - 
these children will then be sent some Tinc goodies as a prize.

INTERACTIVE DISPLAY:

separate



Wishing tree table can be used for further di�erent 
Tinc activities – such as face masks.
Activities can be change according to seasonality – 
Halloween, Christmas, Easter etc

JOIN THE TRIBE:
Face Masks:
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PROMOTION
• Tinc Social Media - We will be letting our audience know about the events by publishing information on 
our social media. There will be a mixture of organic posts, live videos, and also sponsored Ads which can 
be targeted specifically to people within a certain distance of the Sainsbury’s stores that are taking part.
 
• The Tinc Website and Email -  The stores, information and dates can be featured on our website in our 
‘Tincspiration’ blog section. This will then be featured in an email which can be sent to any subscribed 
Tinc fan who lives near the selected Sainsbury’s store.

• Hugo the Hugga - Hugo is always able to attract attention at any Tinc event. He can be featured in live 
videos for social media, and if space is provided, can even make appearances in Sainsbury’s stores to 
provide fun photo opportunities for children.
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This installation can be used in conjunction with the shop in shop display or elsewhere within the store

PHOTO OPPORTUNITY



Layered 2D signage to 
create depth/perspective

Tinc can also brand single wall bays to provide eyecatching and 
impactful displays.

SINGLE WALL BAY 
Durable helium balloon.
Permanent part of the fixture.

1m Bay without product


